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Students meet Mexican president USG

pushes
fee spike

BY NATALIA SIMMONS
STAFF WRITER

While their counterparts were
busy setting up for the Club Fair
or studying for classes, nine Baruch students attended a luncheon
with President Felipe Calderon of
Mexico on Thursday, Sept. 25. The
luncheon, hosted by The Economic
Club of New York, was held at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel.
The luncheon invitation to the
398th meeting of The Economic
Club was extended to Kathleen
Waldron, president of Baruch College, who is a member, and nine
students. The attendees were selected based on faculty and staff
recommendations.
“A request was sent to student
services offices, the Honors Program, Athletics and all three dean’s
offices asking for recommendations
of students to attend the event,”
said Dr. Corlisse Thomas, assistant
vice president of student affairs.
Thomas attended the luncheon
on Waldron’s behalf. The selected
students were Keiko Akashi, Daniel
Gomez, Nastasiya Korolkova, Bruno Ocampo, Edwin Ponce, Brisselli

BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

and Sciences and the School of
Public Affairs have few lectures recorded. Many of Weissman’s videos
are of psychology course lectures.
CUNY started to make podcast
files in March 2006, according to
the CUNY website and Downing.
However, they were not offered
publicly until just recently. The Baruch Business Review is one of the
popular selections offered. To provide feedback, Apple will submit to
CUNY the statistics of how many
listeners have tuned in.
“I have never listened to any
podcasts,” said sophomore Dasha
Muyukova, a business and finance
major. “I’ve heard a few people who
have used it and I would try it if it
was helpful.”
The public podcasts are limited to only iTunes and iPod users.
“I’m astounded by the number of
iPod user students at Baruch,” said
Downing.
It took CUNY about two years to
get the initiative going with Apple.
Most of the time was spent in contracts with the company. Speakers
and instructors have to sign forms
allowing their audio and video
to be put on iTunes U. When announcements for speakers are put

It seems last semester’s failure to garner sufficient support
for the long-anticipated increase
of the student activity fee was
enough motivation for members
of Baruch’s Undergraduate Student
Government to push a little harder
this time around.
The student activity fee has
not been increased in over four
years and according to USG’s vice
president of legislative affairs, Ben
Guttmann, “This is something that
should be changed every few years
and shouldn’t be held off.“
“When you explain this issue
to people, there is almost nobody
in this school who would oppose
this.”
According to Guttmann, “People may object initially, but when
I give the laundry list of essential
functions that student activities pay
for, they are usually wowed and go
ahead and sign up.”
The most important of these
functions is the Baruch Health
Center, located on E. 26th Street.
“Within the next five years, [the
Health Center] will have to revise
it’s contract, and according to projections, they will not have enough
to continue,” said USG President
Rezwanna Hoque.
Hoque explained that the referendum stalled last year because “it
was a hard sell, especially with the
recent increase in the student technology fee.”
Aside from the Health Center,
USG officials also cited the expansion in the number of clubs from
around 110 to 140 in the last three
semesters as a major driving force
behind the augmented support behind the referendum.
Hoque specifically credited the
junior honor society Sigma Alpha
Delta for their magnanimous assistance in this endeavor.
One club president, who chose
to remain anonymous, said, “I
didn’t want to sign the referendum
because I think that USG doesn’t allocate funds fairly, but I felt that my
club might suffer if I didn’t sign.”
A total of 1,300 signatures, approximately 10 percent of the undergraduate population, are required to ratify the referendum,
but USG aspires to amass a total
of 1,500 signatures. The reason for
the elevated goal is to account for
the expected invalid signatures that
will be dropped when the total is
reconciled.

SEE ITUNES PAGE 4

SEE FEE PAGE 4
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Calderon discussed the growth of Mexico stating it could become one of the world’s superpowers by 2040.

SEE CALDERON PAGE 4

Baruch podcasts now online
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Baruch College can now take
part in a universal educational process by offering lectures publicly
through Apple iTunes U, where all
colleges across the nation post lectures for free.
Since the second week of September, announcements have been
posted on Baruch’s website homepage introducing students to the new
CUNY iTunes U podcasts. Baruch,
Lehman College and City College
were the first and only three CUNY
schools to join the public iTunes recording program.
Arthur Downing, assistant vice
president of information technology at Baruch was a part of the
iTunes U initiative for CUNY and
worked closely with Michael Arena,
university director for communications and marketing of CUNY.
“CUNY was the first to participate
in iTunes U publicly and privately,”
said Downing.
Many universities participate in
this program nationally and have recordings of lectures for all to download and view. Not only does Baruch offer podcasts on iTunes, but
private videos are offered through
students’ Blackboard courses. Ac-
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cording to Downing, before CUNY,
there was no other university to do
this in the United States.
A majority of Baruch’s content

iTunes U content with any iPod or
iPhone.
Zicklin requested that a majority
of their lecture classes be recorded

ILLUSTRATION BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN I THE TICKER

consists of lectures from various
speakers and professors from the
Zicklin School of Business. “Guest
speakers, visiting writers and different events that we think have
lasting value are recorded,” said
Downing.
This is convenient for students
who have to miss events due to
classes, work or other club meetings. Everyone can stay caught up
on what goes on around campus
even if they are not present. As an
added plus, students can sync their

BUSINESS

so students could go back to review
or look at the same lessons given by
other professors for a fresh outlook.
calculus, introductory economics
and accounting classes have many
recordings and most of their professors offer them privately through
Blackboard. All calculus courses are
offered on iTunes publicly. Some
content is only offered privately because instructors do not want their
lectures available to students who
have not taken their courses.
The Weissman School of Arts
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USG elects new senator talent

BY MEGAN LAW
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

TUESDAY 10/7
The Center For Innovation &
Leadership in Government in
the School of Public Affairs will
host viewing and commentary
sessions for the upcoming televised presidential debate between
Obama and McCain from Nashville, Tenn. in the Subotnick Center
(Newman Library Building Room
125).
The Undergraduate
Student
Government would like to invite
all undergraduate
international
students for a social with food and
refreshments from 12:30-2:30 p.m.
in the Vertical Campus Multipurpose Room 1-107.

WEDNESDAY 10/08
No classes are scheduled.
The National Hispanic Corporate Achievers, Inc. will be hosting
their annual conference at Baruch
College on Wednesday, Oct. 8 from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the 14th Floor
Conference Room of the Vertical
Campus.

THURSDAY 10/9

Baruch’s Undergraduate Student Government elections were
held on Friday, Sept. 26. Out of the
seven open positions — one upper
evening senator, two lower evening
senators and four lower day senators — four were filled.
Caroline Fernandez, Ewgenie
Tscherwonenko, Jahn Golden and
Vlado Lackovic were elected into
USG as upper evening, lower evening, lower day and lower day senators, respectively. Fernandez, a
former lower evening senator, and
Tscherwonenko ran uncontested.
Tscherwonenko is an international student who attended high
school in Switzerland. “Once I
moved to the U.S., I always wanted
to join an organization where I can
dedicate my time and get involved.
Student government was the ideal
place to be,” he said. “You get involved in what is going on [in] the
college and you get to try fixing all
those little problems that bother
students.” He believes that he will
be an effective member of USG and
contribute to Baruch’s diversity.
As lower evening senator, he
plans to address Baruch’s attempts
to become a “greener” university.
Tscherwonenko reminisced of the
huge underground parking spaces
reserved for bikes in Zurich, which
ensure that no one’s property is
stolen. “I strongly believe that if
we had […] well-structured parking for bikes, more students would
use their bikes to come to school,
which is better for the environment

and also our health.”
Tscherwonenko is concerned
with the printing process in the
computer lab as well where students are given the option to print
on both sides of the paper. “We still
pay 12 cents per page, no matter
if we use two sheets for two pages
or one sheet, front
and back. I
will try to find
out whether it
would be possible to decrease
the price to 10
to 11 cents per
page,” he said.
“This
might
sound [like] a
little, but if you
accumulate it
for an entire semester, students
would
save
some amount of
money.”
He said, “I am
very honored to be
part of the student
government
body
and will do my best to
serve every individual at
this college.”
Fernandez, Golden and
Lackovic were unavailable for
comment.
Ben Guttmann, USG’s vice
president of legislative affairs described the election process. “For
lower senator, there were many,
many candidates, in total around
20. We had each candidate give
a one to two-minute speech and
then asked a couple of questions

to each. Following that, we entered
executive session and decided on
who were the best candidates.”
In addition, he explained that
since “there were just so many excellent candidates, we couldn’t
reach an agreement on the final
two slots, so we left them vacant for
the time being.”
Fernandez’s

move created a vacancy for a lower
evening senator. Elections to fill the
remaining positions will be held
Oct. 7.
Guttmann concluded, “I’ve
been through quite a few of these in
the past year and this was probably
the best slate of candidates that we
ever have had to [choose] from. I
wish we could pick them all.”

No classes are scheduled.
The dress rehearsal of Doctor
Atomic is being held at the Metropolitan Opera with doors opening
at 10 a.m. The performance begins
promptly at 11 a.m. A limited number of free tickets will be distributed
on a first-come, first-served basis at
the Office of Student Life in Vertical
Campus Room 2-210.

Colombian president speaks out
n Alvaro Uribe
discusses ways in
which Colombia
can be improved
BY MARIANE ST-MAURICE
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While in New York for the United Nations Heads of State meetings,
Colombian president Alvaro Uribe
took the time to meet with various
leaders of Colombian communities
on the East Coast, including one of
Baruch’s students, John Moreno.
An active member of the Baruch
chapter of Por Colombia, a national
organization, Moreno was invited
by the Colombian consulate to attend a session with Uribe and about
125 other leaders during which the
president gave a speech and took
questions from attendees.
Moreno, an upper junior who is
set to graduate in December 2009,
was invited because of his past involvement with the consulate and
some activities it has organized.
An example he gave was his role
as director of student volunteers
for the Fourth International Immigrants Seminar this past August,
an event where private companies
and government branches showcased products and services that
are available to Colombians who
plan on returning to their country.
It is only since February, however, that Moreno has been this
involved within his community.
While attending LaGuardia Community College, before coming to

Baruch, Moreno was the president
of the Colombian Club, but never
really expanded on his ideas because, he said, “I always thought I
was the only one doing this.”
But on Feb. 4, Moreno had the
chance to participate in a march
against the FARC, a terrorist force in
Colombia. It was his involvement in
the protest that propelled him into
the midst of the Colombian community of the New York area.
Little did he know that only a
few months later, after meeting
Uribe at the intimate conference,
Moreno would actually have the
chance to speak to the president
over the phone, and share some of
his ideas, questions and aspirations
with him. Later, Uribe called him to
talk about a project where Moreno
suggested the Colombian government, through a program called
the Bank of Opportunity, should
provide grants and loans to young
graduates who want to return to
Colombia to start their businesses.
“He was a very funny guy,” remembered Moreno. “He told me
about his career, gave me advice
on mine, said he was impressed by
what I’ve done so far and that he’d
really like to meet me some day.”
Though talking to the president was
undoubtedly a memorable moment for Moreno, he doesn’t dwell
on it and continues to be involved
urging Colombians to become
more active. “They have to think
more team-wise,” he said of the Colombians who live in this country.
“There’s a change of generations.
We have more resources, more
tools to change things. We have to
help the community.”

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

President Uribe of Colombia discusses how his country can be improved.
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Economic club
hosts Calderon

Nine Baruch students got to meet President Calderon of Mexico.
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
Rojas, Ariana Simmons, Wilmarie
Villar Ledesma and Thomas Yip.
They poured into the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf Astoria, where
Calderon addressed a mixed audience of the guests of firms such as
Goldman Sachs and Bank of America, the Mexican Chamber of Commerce and four other universities:
Aldelphi, Columbia, Hofstra and
Fordham.
In his address, the president
praised the increased growth of the
Mexican economy and the implementation of a series of bank, energy and judicial system reforms
under his presidency. He projected
that Mexico had all the resources
necessary to “be one of the top five
world economies by 2040” with a
young population, natural resources and a strategic geographic position. He added North America must
integrate its labor markets, similar
to the way the European Union and
Asia have been doing.
“NAFTA is great for the region.
It created jobs in Mexico and in
the U.S.,” said Calderon. “Mexico is
in the center of the world. It is the
gate and bridge to Latin America,”
he continued, urging for the liber-

alization of transportation services
and common standards in the industry.
Calderon finished with a call
of confidence for Mexico from his
American neighbors. “In the future,
kids will play in streets without fear.
In the future, investors will invest
without fear. We will have to pay the
costs, but we will win.” Baruch students’ responses to the president’s
speech varied.
“It was interesting when he
spoke about integration and how it
affects us, but he did not mention
immigration, one of the chief economic and social issues between
U.S. and Mexico, even once,” said
Akashi, a senior marketing major.
“I think his policies do work and
you can see it in the economics,”
countered Ledesma, a sophomore.
Regardless of personal views on
Mexican-American politics, every
attendee considered the experience
an excellent learning opportunity.
Calderon is the newest guest of
honor in the club’s 101-year history, adding to a roster that includes
Indira Gandhi, Ben Shalom Bernanke, John F. Kennedy, Yitzhak
Rabin, Margaret Thatcher, Richard
Nixon, George H. W. Bush and
George W. Bush.

Fee increase
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
The official count that has been
accumulated over the last three
weeks stands at 1,080, as of Oct.
2. The Oct. 10 collection deadline
looms on the horizon with 420 endorsements still outstanding.
If the planned increase of $10
does go through, it should come
into effect in the Summer of 2009.
The total cost of student fees, with
the augmented technology fee incorporated, is $35 per semester.
This change will impact both full
and part-time students, however
the ratio of the additional charge

is higher for part time students.
At present, the student activity fee
is $80 full-time students and $40
for part-time students. The slated
increase will inflate the part-time
price by 25 percent, while only increasing it about 13 percent for
part-time students.
Guttmann explained this disparity by saying that “last year we
had the ratios even and full-time
students would pay $7 and parttime students would pay something
else. But people had trouble getting
it, so we figure if it’s the same for
both, people will hear it and understand it better.”

Baruch podcasts
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
online there will be a link connecting viewers to the video directly.
“There is now a real push for
students to be present,” said Downing. In accounting courses last
semester, all group presentations
were recorded and put up privately
on Blackboard. This way they could
view their speeches and self-critique themselves, according to
Downing. CUNY podcasts will start
to stretch over to WBMB, Baruch’s
radio station, where students are
already familiar with producing
their own podcasts.
The next step forward in this
technological advancement is a to
start equipping classrooms with the
audio and video aids so instructors

can use them without the need for
BCTC to be present, Downing said.
They are now ordering the equipment to begin testing it out.
Downing believes that this will
become an important part of college students’ education. It will give
them the opportunity to view different lectures on the same topic, with
many chances to grasp and utilize
the concepts being taught.
The next technological endeavor
for CUNY is CUNY YouTube. A link
for it can be found on the CUNY
website next to iTunes U. Until then,
students will start seeing more and
more of their lectures on Blackboard and on iTunes next to their
favorite songs. A general overview
of the program can be found on the
Apple webpage.
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Did you know...
Christopher O. Ward, the executive director of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey,
stated that the World Trade Center memorial could be opened on Sept. 11, 2011, the 10th
anniversary of the terrorist attack.

Baruch’s bad business practices
SILVIA GARCÉS
Baruch takes pride in being one of the best
business schools, and I take pride in studying
here. However, many of you may have noticed
that paying for tuition is becoming more
difficult and full of fees. I do not qualify for
financial aid and I self-finance my studies,
sometimes from my savings or by using a low
rate credit card.
This semester, just as we were getting
closer to the deadline for paying school fees,
strike one came when I received a notification
that Visa would no longer be accepted. I
found myself in a position where I had to
make alternate plans to pay for my tuition,
dropping registration for one of three classes
and paying for two classes with money I had
put aside for my living expenses.
Strike two hit when I had to pay a fee
for using my checking account in eSims to
pay for my tuition. Instead, I reactivated a
MasterCard I had, which charges a much
higher rate, and signed up for the third class.
Although that class had not begun and I
registered after the first day of classes, I still
had a fee to pay, and another fee for using a
credit card!
Strike three occurred two weeks ago
when I went to the Bursar’s office to pay for

a fourth class, an independent
study course. This is when I
learned that the Bursar’s office
no longer accepts credit card
payments when you pay at the
window although it does accept debit
cards. The result: another fee for paying
with MasterCard online.
Is Baruch making it more difficult for
students to pay their tuition? Certainly. Is it
a good business practice to charge a fee for
paying with a credit card? I do not think so.
Where are all these additional fees going?
What is the purpose?
While I am sure there are answers to these
questions, I find that paying for tuition is
becoming more difficult to us all. I choose
to pay these fees because I do want to
take these classes and as a consequence
I have had to put lots of time and
energy juggling with my budget
this semester. Next semester I
may need to re-evaluate how
I register for classes and how
I finance my schooling. What
is your reaction: “too bad ...”
or should something be done
about it?

TICKER ARCHIVES

A country’s misdirected media
CHRISTOPHER ESPEJO
It seems we’re getting shocking news
from everywhere. The country is facing an
economic crisis, North Korea is resuming
their nuclear activities and Clay Aiken
has finally stepped out of the closet. Now
as shocking as Gaykin’s, I mean Aiken’s,
coming out is, what is more shocking is
some of the news that hasn’t been reported
by our laser-focused media.
For starters, our oranges are in danger.
That’s right, our oranges. According to the
University of Florida, our oranges have
been suffering from something known
as the citrus tristeza virus. Translated
as citrus sadness, CTV
would sure make me
sad if I woke up one
morning and found
we have no more
orange juice. Brown
citrus aphids, a nasty
insect with 16 species
known to feed on citrus,
spread the virus. Symptoms
for an infected tree might not
even show up for two to three
years. Brazil and Argentina are
facing their own plight of CTV where
they lost 16 million citrus trees on top
of something called “sudden death”
disease. If a vaccine isn’t discovered
soon, oranges will be a thing of the past.
Our presidential candidates have
also hogged plenty of media attention,
specifically Sarah “Polar Bear Slayer” Palin.
Included in the shopping list of heinous
things she’s done is the lawsuit she has
pending against the White House. While
there are some things I wouldn’t mind suing
the administration for, Palin has decided to
sue them for trying to put the polar bear on

the endangered species list. Apparently, this
would make it too difficult to begin offshore
drilling in northern waters. I find it insulting
to polar bears that can’t even find a chunk
of ice large enough to stand on that they
drown. I won’t even go into what’s wrong
with this.

ILLUSTRATED BY ED WU I THE TICKER
Then there are the food
scandals that have yet to stir our government
into action. Lettuce and spinach with E.
coli along with what we thought were
tomatoes but were really Mexican peppers
with salmonella. The suspicion alone was
enough to keep me from getting tomatoes
in my sandwiches and quite frankly I get
cranky when I don’t get my tomatoes.

More recently, “tainted” milk from China
has surfaced as our new potential killer.
Chinese officials have reported that an
industrial chemical called melamine has
been found in baby formula, causing illness
in thousands of infants along with several
fatalities. It is suspected that producers of
the milk formula added melamine, used
to manufacture fire retardant plastics, on
purpose as a filler to make it seem as if the
milk contained more protein than it actually
had.
Because of melamine’s high
level of nitrogen, it can pass
itself off as protein with the
added benefit of causing
cancer and reproductive
damage over time. It
may not seem like bad
milk in China could affect
us, but White Rabbit, a
producer of milk-based
candy that exports to the
U.S., has been found to
have melamine in their
products. All their candy
has been pulled off store shelves and
there have been no reports of illness
in the U.S. One would think that
orange trees and polar bears
being killed along with tainted
milk that could kill us would be
enough to stir governments into
reform. They have only proven
time and again that it would be better to
make more profits rather than spend extra
money regulating industries. Governments
around the world have to step up and pass
regulation that forces companies to consider
public interests over their selfish, profitseeking interests.
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EDITORIAL

Why youths need
to get the vote out
With the 2008 presidential election
rapidly approaching on Nov. 4, the youth
of America will once again be faced with
an interesting proposition: to vote, or
not to vote. While this proposition has
always seemed to be taken for granted
by my fellow youth, let us put a few
things in perspective.
Perhaps the biggest incentive for
voting this year is that we will be part of
history. We have the opportunity to elect
the first black president of the United
States of America, Barack Obama, or the
first female vice president of the United
States, Sarah Palin. If that isn’t enough
incentive, perhaps all you needed to do
was watch television last week and listen
to Thursday night’s Vice Presidential
Debate or coverage of the week long
saga of a $700 billion bailout that was
intended to rescue the economy as
stocks plummeted on Wall Street.
I can understand why most young
voters can be turned off from voting.
Issues such as not being able to relate
to a candidate that is old enough to be
our grandfather or the constant lies
and bickering among politicians that
manages to make headlines once a
week (if not every other day). However,
do you find it problematic that we live
in a country where we can easily vote
(and multiple times at that) for our
next “American Idol” on a weekly basis
and yet we won’t take the time for one
day every four years to vote for the
next president of the United States of
America?
Still, some young voters can’t find
a connection with most politicians.
Perhaps a candidate running for
president in his mid 40’s, who likes
to play basketball and just recently
finished paying off his student loans
may entice you. Barack Obama, the
young charismatic Illinois senator, has
garnered much attention this year,
especially from the youth, as a figure
who will bring about “change”. In fact,
a staple of Obama’s speeches have
included making promises to support
the younger generations by making
college accessible and affordable for all
who wish to pursue higher education.
Opposing him will be the “maverick”
senator from Arizona, John McCain,
who has every opportunity to win this
election if younger people don’t turn
out to vote. In addition, it is historically
known that younger voters don’t show
up at the polls in the same capacity as
older voters. Statistics show that less
than 40 percent of people aged 18 to 24
years-olds voted in the 2000 and 2004
presidential elections.
Even if you are the most cynical person
thinking your vote won’t count and that
Washington will always be tainted with
corruption, you can’t underestimate the
power of our younger generation. Sure,
we can do plenty of things with our time
on Nov. 4, here’s a suggestion though:
go out and vote. After all, it’s one of your
rights as an American citizen.
-Written by William Battaglia,
opinions editor
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Making sense of Wall Street’s complexities
BY EMMANUEL ONYENYILI
BUSINESS EDITOR

When former Fed Chairman
Alan Greenspan called the current
financial events a “once in a century crises,” Americans began to grasp
what financial experts have known
for months. This is unchartered
waters for even the most seasoned
market professionals. The events
of the last three weeks are not only
affecting those with investments
at stake. It’s also troubling news
to college students who dream of
working for these faltering financial giants.
The financial sector has now lost
over 100,000 jobs and that number
continues to rise. It’s now considerably harder for college graduates
entering an already competitive
sector.
The financial industry is facing
a wide range of issues. In a single
day, $1.2 trillion in equity value
was wiped out in the markets and

the the S&P 500 Index plunged to
its worst day since the week of the
1987 stock market crash.
Annuity accounts, pension
funds and retirement accounts
are all suffering. While the
tightly frozen credit market has been the focus
of the government
with the $700 billion rescue plan,
the ripple effects
of Wall Street’s actions has been far
reaching, from the
auto industry to
companies like Apple and Caterpiller.
Bear
Sterns,
Merill
Lynch,
Lehman Brothers, AIG and Wachovia have had
the misfortune
of being victims of shot
gun weddings.

The most troubling fact is the sobering impact that this

crisis will have on Baruch students.
Most of the aforementioned com-

panies were all active recruiters on
campus. It is clear that there needs
to be a systematic solution, but all
students can do for now is simply
learn from current events and adapt
to the current job environment.
Students have an unprecedented opportunity not only to learn
from this crisis, but also to witness the execution of theoretical economic and market concepts that were only read about
in text books.
Next week, the business section, in its entirety, will be
dedicated to this crisis. An
article will address the current job environment facing
Baruch students. We will also
have exclusive interviews with the
resident experts on campus. It is
our wish that the next issue will
help you get a better grasp of the
current crisis and successfully
ILLUSTRATED BY navigate this new and challengJACK JEFFRIES I ing job environment.
THE TICKER
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McCain on jobs and students
BY FRANK MARZULLO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Sen. John S. McCain III has overcome monumental adversity in his
life. He graduated 894th out of 899
in his Naval Academy class while
leading a pack called the “Bad
Bunch.” His plane was shot down
over Hanoi in 1967, but he survived
over five years of torture. Accused
of corruption in 1989’s Keating Five
scandal, he was eventually cleared
by the Senate Ethics Committee,
which only concluded that he used
“poor judgment.” Sen. McCain has
even survived the controversy over
his selection of obscure Gov. Sarah
Palin. Now, however, he is saddled
with a narrow, Republican-led defeat of President Bush’s Wall Street
bailout (also labeled buy-in) plan
weeks before the election.
The stock market nose-dived
777 points and recouped 485 the
next day. Election polls are almost
as volatile. McCain campaign’s
website banner says “Country
First: Reform, Prosperity, Peace.”
Let’s examine the prosperity prong
through McCain’s position on jobs
and higher education. McCain calls
his eight-part “jobs for America”
blueprint a “comprehensive economic plan.” While it contains less
budgetary detail than Sen. Barack
Obama’s plan, it is sprawling in its
sheer scope.
McCain would create the “National Commission on Workplace
Flexibility and Choice.” Its members would represent workers,
small and large employers, labor
and academics. They will advise
McCain on how overhauling labor
laws and training programs would
allow workers to transition between
jobs and balance their job with
family life. Working from home
would be promoted. Older workers
with skills and experience would
also get to keep working instead of
facing mandatory retirement.
He is proactive on energy,
whose lower costs would especially
help small businesses. His support
for increased domestic exploration
of oil is amply documented. Oil
makes up 41 percent of our trade

there are so many loopholes in the
tax code that 35 percent is an irrelevant number.
Both candidates heavily favor
research and development. McCain would establish a permanent
tax credit equal to 10 percent of
wages spent on research and development while Obama would make
the current research and development tax credit permanent. The Estate Tax might encourage business
closings. McCain would cut its rate
to 15 percent and allow a hefty $10
million exemption. On trade, McCain is more of a free trader, seeking to make more free trade agreements.
There is a 54 cent-per-gallon tax
on imported sugar-based ethanol.
McCain would repeal it to promote
competition and lower gas prices.
As gas is a major production input, this policy conceivably helps
workers keep jobs. The addition of
10 percent ethanol to gas increases
its octane by three points. That gas
also burns better, reducing emissions.
McCain wants to balance the
budget by 2013. Given recent events
and the prospect of a long recession, this perennial proposal already feels outdated. Like Obama,
McCain invokes the notion of a
peace dividend from the end of the
Iraq war, whenever that may come
to pass. Obama would direct more
of those funds towards programs,
WEBINFRANCE.COM McCain towards deficit reduction.
He favors the first-year deducJohn McCain, republican candidate for the president of the United States.
tion, or “expensing,” of equipment
and technology investments. This
McCain is solidly in line with his gives a quick capital expenditure
deficit. But McCain’s support for a
once marginal fuel, natural gas, is party’s low taxes mantra. There are injection and rewards investments
also passionate. This market, less 23 million small business owners in cutting-edge technologies,
internationally integrated than oil, who use the individual rate system which the country needs to expand
is easier to use. He would also pro- to pay their taxes. McCain asserts high-tech jobs.
McCain, who boasts of not
mote the market for wind, hydro that Obama would raise their marginal rate while keeping the top knowing how to use a computer,
and solar power.
Health care has lost its spot- rate at 35 percent and holding the seeks a permanent ban on Internet
light, but it’s still controversial. Mc- dividend and capital gains rate at taxes. E-commerce is an “engine of
Cain wants to lessen the load on 15 percent. The Alternative Mini- economic growth and prosperity.”
small businesses, a huge economic mum Tax would be abolished. As New cell phone taxes, such as on
engine for the U.S., by providing for corporate taxes, our 35 percent text messages, would be vetoed by
$5,000 for health insurance to each rate would be slashed to 25 percent McCain.
His help for college students
family. He contends that Obama’s for better international competiapproach blunts the ability to hire, tion. Obama addressed the stance is negligible. His “loan continuity
in their debate by pointing out that plan” would allow the 50 governors
expand or raise payrolls.

to broaden the lender-of-last-resort
capabilities for their states’ guarantee agency.
Over 300 economists have
signed a statement in support of
what may be called McCainomics.
Five are Nobel Prize winners. Four
are former presidents of the American Economic Association. Three
are former directors of the Congressional Budget Office, including
Prof. June O’Neill.
“McCain takes away hindrances,” O’Neill said. “He’s a free trade
guy, always in favor of less regulation. Obama is noisily against
free trade. McCain is against tariff
subsidies. Bush has given in when
pressed and allowed foreign tariffs
on steel.”
O’Neill alluded to Obama’s tax
proposal for those making $250,000
a year. “It’s an exorbitantly high
marginal rate, blunting incentive.
You may want to become rich. Two
people making $125,000 a year,
that’s not very rich. McCain wants a
flatter tax, consistent with economic incentives.” She dismissed the
August 6.1 percent unemployment
number. “It’s not a horrendously
high rate. All of Western Europe
would be enchanted with 6 percent.
They’re 10 percent plus. Lower than
5 percent is not sustainable.”
Freshman Adam Majchrzak was
concerned. “The market is pretty
much crashing. Can the president
fix that up?” he asked. “Obama is
much more specific. McCain gives
you the runaround.”
Quotes can mercilessly haunt
politicians. It is an occupational
hazard and McCain has a litany
of gaffes. There was, “Economics
is not something I’ve understood
as well as I should. I’ve got [Alan]
Greenspan’s book” from last December. More recently came, “The
fundamentals of the economy
are strong,” on a day when the
Dow Jones lost 504 points. One of
McCain’s favorite books is Ernest
Hemingway’s 1940 classic “For
Whom the Bell Tolls.” If confidence
in the economy does not soon pick
up, it may well toll for his party.
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Your options
A new cool word post-graduation
BY RACHEL HONG

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

<In a global
and fiercely
competitive business
environment, a new
concept has emerged
Imagine there was only one
school at Baruch, the Zicklin School
of Business, with accounting and finance still ranked as the two most
popular majors while other business majors trailed behind in second place. What would college life
be like for Baruch students? One
thing is certain, everyone would
have to work exceptionally hard
to scramble for the already sparse
commercial internships and corporate jobs out there in a waning
economy.
As the U.S. economy faces an
economic crisis similar to the Great
Depression of the ’30s, big firms
are tumbling down one by one. It is
hard not only for Zicklin students,
but for college students nationwide
to be optimistic about future business careers.
The competition is fiercer than
ever. Students who attended the
Career Fair on Sept. 19 could not
overlook the long line of hectic
applicants, each a promising candidate for the offered positions. If
there is only one spot, what should
students do?
In today’s global business world,
collaboration is another key word
that one should not forget. Wherever you go, whichever industry
you look into, winning product
are created through collaboration, which can sometimes include

competitors. If two entities come
together as one, the new combination of brainpower can stimulate
new ideas adding to the existing
strength of both groups; a win-win
situation can still exist in our business world.
Mixing two strong words, competition and collaboration, creates a
new word: “cooperation.” Get used
to this great word because it is a
growing trend in the business world.
Google has recently released its

“You have to
collaborate to win
these games and
compete when it is
time to compete. But
if you compete and
break somebody’s
trust, you are going to
lose the next time.”
-Mikhail Gershovich
Director at the Schwartz Institute

groundbreaking browser, Chrome.
With Chrome’s cutting-edge features including an open and shared
resource that allows active Google
users to participate and create.
Google once again challenges
other browser giants like Mozilla
Firefox, Microsoft Internet Explorer
and Apple Safari to think outside
the box in a universal way. Google’s
use of collaboration has pushed
other web browsers into a less savvy corner.

Even though there are competitors, differentiating products encourage more breakthroughs and
push forward human imagination.
In response to Google’s achievement regarding Chrome, John Lilly,
Mozilla’s CEO, stated in BusinessWeek, “We collaborate with them
[Google] on a bunch of things and
we have a financial relationship.
So there is another browser and
that makes for a more competitive
world. Of course we would have to
compete.”
Another visionary of cooperation is Diane Greene, the chief
executive of VMware, a software
company that has become the
world’s fourth most valuable publicly traded company in its field. In
her interview with The Economist,
she said, “You have to collaborate
to win these games and compete
when it is time to compete. But
if you compete and break somebody’s trust, you are going to lose
the next time.”
Baruch students, regardless of
which school they are in, should
have a positive mind set about
competition, especially in today’s
worsening economy. Even when
the prospect is not promising and it
is tempting to be pessimistic about
the competition around you, there
is a light at the end of the tunnel if
you are willing to work with your
peers.
Maybe life is just as Stephen R.
Covey defined in his book, “The 7
Habits of Highly Effective People,”
everyone can get his or her share
without biting each other’s head
off like a buffet. The analogy makes
sense because it will be a lot easier
and faster to create a new business
world when people work together.
Cooperation is the word, so start
making it part of your vocabulary
and carry it with you wherever you
go.

BY ROWHAN BAPTISTE
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Before given a bachelor’s degree, every student is faced with a
simple yes or no question that can
drastically impact their future lives:
whether or not graduate school is in
their future. To some, the decision
is a no-brainer, but to others, it is a
provoking thought process. Finding
the answer to this question can create personal and professional value
for each individual.
It is important to take several
factors into consideration. The first
hurdle to jump is deciding to follow
a specific career path. Some occupations require a graduate degree
such as doctor, lawyer or professor, while others such as real estate
agent, administrative assistant and
manager do not.
In addition, some professions
require specific exams such as the
LSAT, GMAT or GRE. It is important
to speak to a college advisor to help
you assess your options in terms of
application deadlines, admission
requirements, GPA and extracurricular activities.
Secondly, ask yourself if you are
mentally prepared; analyze both
your strengths and weaknesses.
Realize that graduate school is a
different environment compared
to undergraduate programs, where
there are fewer exams. Greater expectations require more commitment and a greater emphasis on
the capacity to reason.
Last, but definitely not least,
know your financial status. Depending on your undergraduate
tuition loans, graduate fees can
create a lot of anxiety for students
who are already in debt. It is always
important to keep the lines of communication open with at least one

college counselor to know about alternatives in the way of grants, fellowships, scholarships, work study
programs and more loans.
Despite all the expenses associated with graduate school, you may
be under the impression that you’re
just accumulating debt. What you
may not notice are the new opportunities that will be available to you
upon graduation.
There is a greater potential for
networking opportunities and widening employment prospects. The
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics show

CSUDH.EDU

that the average earnings increased
at every level of education. In 2005,
with the median weekly salary being for those with bachelor’s degree
was $937; those with a master’s
degree accumulated $1,129 and
professional degree holders commanded $1,370. This asserts that
higher levels of education pay off in
the long term.
Most importantly you have options. You can go straight into the
workforce or continue your education going to school part time or full
time. You could also postpone your
education for a while, work and
carry on at a later time.
Time is money, but money is
made through time, especially the
six and seven figure-paying jobs.
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News to chew on
BY ALEJANDRA LIMA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Earlier this month Napster, once
a popular site for downloading free
music, was sold for $121 million
to Best Buy. This sale worked to
Napster’s advantage because of a
loss in subscribers, money and a
57 percent drop in stock prices this
year. Best Buy paid $2.65 per share,
almost double the closing
price, which was
$1.36. Both
parties are
pleased
with
this
a g re e m e nt
as
Chris
Gorog, CEO
and chairman
of Napster states, “We believe Best
Buy will be an ideal partner for
Napster and are very excited by
the benefits that this transaction
delivers to our shareholders,
partners and employees … We are
looking forward to combining our
digital media capabilities with Best
Buy’s resources and global network
to extend our digital content
platforms.” With this sale, Best Buy
hopes to have an advantage over
their competition, Circuit City and
Radio Shack, because they have
acquired not only Napster’s 700,000
subscribers, but also its mobile
services, which Best Buy plans to
take advantage of. This merger also
gives Best Buy a possible chance
to compete against Apple in the
digital music market, even though
Apple currently holds more than 70
percent of it.
Another merger that took place
this month occurred between Wrig-

ley and Mars. Wrigley, founded in
1891, was bought for $23 billion by
Mars. The sale will be finalized on
Oct. 6, 2008.
Wrigley, most famously known
for their chewing gum and breath
mint products, will become a
separate part of Mars. Wrigley will
control their own products, such
as Orbit and Juicy Fruit, as well
as the non-chocolate
Mars candy products, which include
Starbursts and Skittles. Mars will focus
on their chocolate products like
D.COM Twix,
A
P
Snickers
E
P
Y
WET
and M&Ms.
This is not the first time
that Wrigley planned to merge with
another candy company. Back in
2002 there was talk about Wrigley
merging with Hershey, calling their
new potential company “Wrigley
Hershey.” This merger, which would
have cost $12.5 billion, was rejected
by the Hershey Trust Company.
Mars will now have the largest
market share in the candy industry. They will have approximately
28 percent of U.S. sales, compared
with the 14 percent they had before. The merger of these two candy
conglomerates will make Mars the
world’s largest candy maker, forcing Britain’s Cadbury company to
lose its No. 1 position. This event
may lead to more concrete talks
of a merger between Cadbury and
Hershey.
Although the merger between
Cadbury and Hershey has not been
done, it is a promising way to help
companies survive in today’s crashing economy.
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City sights and gems
BY DOVILAS BUKAUSKAS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last year, 4.6 million people
visited New York City, making it a
popular tourism destination,but
for some people, Times Square and
the Statue of Liberty are bland fare.
Fortunately, the Big Apple has a
lot more to offer to the tourist that
looks below the surface.
Although its counter-cultural
heyday is behind it, St. Mark’s
Place is still a one-of-a-kind experience. The adventurous tourist can
browse Trash and Vaudeville’s diverse stock, get an ill-advised tattoo
or sample Japanese cuisine — all
within one city block.
Jonas, a 19-year-old found loitering on St. Mark’s, said he loves
“the wackiness of the place. There’s
always something happening
around here and something to see.
There’s a lot of history here.”
St. Mark’s is located only a few
blocks from the infamous Tompkins Square Park, the site of the famous riot between the NYPD and
squatters.
Although it has certainly earned
its reputation, Broadway is not the
only place to go for quality theatre.
The Brooklyn Academy of Music
and the various Bowery poetry
clubs are just a few of the places a
tourist can go for good off-Broadway theatre.
New York has an excellent repu-

tation as a city of visual art as well.
The Guggenheim, Brooklyn Museum of Art, P.S.1 and other galleries all over New York regularly host
world-famous artists.
Socrates Sculpture Park and Noguchi Museum both feature beautiful outdoor displays. Recently, the
Socrates Sculpture Park featured
works being put up by young summer fellowship artists. The beautiful public park is home to the epic,
the bizarre and the beautiful and it
hosts various interesting events all
year round.
Just a few of their events include
concerts, theater presentations,
festivals and a duet dance between
a man and a five-ton construction
machine. P.S.1, besides being a gallery to various international modern artists, features a striking and
multi-sensory interactive outdoor
display at its entrance. The display
includes a replica of the night sky,
a massive periscope, a chicken
coop and videos displayed inside
of small reflective tubes.
If music is what soothes one’s
soul, New York has one of the widest selections of musical communities and venues that any city can
offer. From the Philharmonic to the
Fillmore, New York music caters to
every palate. There are countless
venues across the city and each
tends to cater to their own niche of
music.
Those whose wallets cannot

handle Madison Square Garden or Radio City Music Hall
can go to any one of thousands
of New York restaurants, which
feature nightly live music to attract sidewalk customers.
Considering that it’s the
city that never sleeps, New
York fosters some of the best
nightlife. If you’re into clubbing, New York has excellent
famous and not-so-famous
clubs like Pacha, Alphabet
Lounge and Jay Z’s 40/40
club. Pacha is currently
running an advertisement
campaign featuring their
famous New Year’s party,
touting the fact that they
are “just blocks from the
Times Square ball drop.”
A great deal of New York’s
smaller venues double as
restaurants and bars in
order to accommodate a
more diverse crowd.
No matter what you
love to do or how you
love to do it, New York
has plenty of things to
do for both tourists
and regulars of the
city. One just simply
has to look beyond
the Statue of Liberty
and the Empire State
Building.

DOVILAS BUKAUSKAS I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

From clockwise: Brooklyn Academy of Music, St. Mark’s Trash and Vaudeville and Brooklyn Museum.

Breaking through GLASS ceiling

THE PROUSTIAN PROBE
BY REBECCA FORBES

BY BRITT YU

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Baruch’s nearly 200 clubs reflect
the school’s diverse student body.
Graduates and undergraduates can
socialize with each other over an
array of topics like sports, religion
and culture. However, the only student organization in Baruch that
primarily handles the sensitive issue of sexuality is the Gay, Lesbian
and Straight Society.
Originally called the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance, GLASS was
founded in 1977, eight years after
the infamous Stonewall Riots, the
New York incident that arguably
jumpstarted the gay rights movement.
“We want to bring more awareness and more tolerance to the Baruch community. It is a very diverse
community and we’re just another
part of it,” said Kevin Ng, sophomore
and president of the club. “We also
want to provide somewhere, like an
outlet, for people who are lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transsexual to
come and just talk.”
Meetings are every Thursday in
Room 4-190 in the Vertical Campus. The topics range from politics
to friendly small talk. There is a discussion on the delicate and personal topic of an individual’s sexuality.
Like most support groups, the club
takes on a closed-door policy and
no one is ever forced to talk.
“Whatever is said in the room
stays in the room because some of
the information is very personal,”
Ng explained.
GLASS can also provide resources and contact information
to various organizations and help
lines in case a person wants further
assistance for a more personal ser-

In the
late 19th
century,
French
writer Marcel Proust
p o pul a rized
the
pastime of
JEFFREY PECK
a n s w e rDean of Weissman School
ing several questions that were meant
to reveal the preferences of
the person.
This issue’s interviewee
is Jeffrey Peck, professor and
dean of Weissman School of
Arts and Sciences.

MICHELLE CRUZ I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

For the first time ever, GLASS will help Baruch celebrate Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender History month.
vice.
Currently, at over 150 e-mail
addresses, the mailing list is “always increasing,” according to Ng,
an international marketing major.
The club changed their name from
GALA to GLASS in order let the
student body know they welcome
people of all sexual orientations.
Like any club and organization, it’s
important for GLASS members to
be comfortable with each other.
“Socialize is the biggest thing
for me. The crew here is such a mix.
Not everybody’s gay,” said Mario
Rivera, a senior and global studies
major. “You have the athlete, you
have the scholar, you have the party
animal, the joker, the serious kind.
You know things about each other
and you make good friends here.”

This year will be especially
eventful for GLASS because Baruch
College now recognizes October as
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender History month.
“We were very surprised. We
didn’t ask for it or anything. We’re
very excited,” Ng stated. He also
remarked that the administration
never explained to the club why
they are acknowledging the special
occasion now.
“I’m sure it has to do with making Baruch more well-rounded ...
It’s something our school doesn’t
really have. If you go to Hunter
College, they have a huge program
for gay resources,” Ng explained.
“At Baruch, it’s something that I
think it’s been an issue in the past,
like a lot of people are afraid to

join GLASS ... because they hear it
might hurt their careers.”
GLASS will be sponsoring several events in honor of LGBT History month. One occasion is a reading by poet Elliot Torres on Oct. 15
along with the Latino Society and
the Latin American Student Organization because October is also
Latino Heritage month.
Other events the club members
participate in include the AIDS
walk and they are hoping to march
in the Gay Pride parade in June. As
time goes by, GLASS is hoping to
book more events.
For more information, check
out GLASS’s blog at baruchglass.
blogspot.com.

What is your current state of
mind?
Excellent, very happy to be at
Baruch.
Who are your favorite authors?
W.G. Sebald and Philip Roth.
What is your most obvious
characteristic?
Curious, especially about people.
What do you consider the
most overrated virtue?
Prudence.
If you could choose an object
to come back as, what would
it be?
A leafy oak tree.
What is your favorite word?
Integrity.
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Goodbye and thanks Yanks for 85 years
BY JESSICA AKSOY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Sept. 21, the New York Yankees won their last home game
of the regular season with nearly
55,000 fans in attendance. Although
they defeated the Baltimore Orioles
7-3, it had been made evident during the season that this would be
the last game ever played at Yankee
Stadium.
If you live in New York, it’s more
than likely that you’ve been to Yankee Stadium once or twice before. It
seems to be that every person who
has passed through has the same
memory of arriving at this mammoth construction, walking out of
the crowded halls, and there it is:
the green grass, the blue sky, the
sun shining. You walk towards the
light, holding a loved one’s hand,
suddenly surrounded by and a
part of history. From that moment
on, this experience is the standard
of what every game in every sport
should anticipate, but always falls
short. Only Yankee Stadium is truly
America’s stadium, but now it has
closed its gates forever.
Yankee Stadium has seen its
fair share of concerts, papal visits,
boxing, football, wins and losses,
endless waves of up-and-coming
rookies and old-time heroes, team
owners, team managers and millions of fans (151,959,005 to be exact) all throughout the decades and
generations.
Not only has Yankee Stadium
been the home of the 26 World Series champion Yankee teams, but
so much more. In 1923, what was
once the site of a lumber company
now became the first ballpark to
be called a “stadium.” Built and

EMMANUEL ONYENYILI I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Over 152 million fans passed through the gates of Yankee Stadium. The new Yankee Stadium is located right across the street.
designed by Yankees owner Jacob
Ruppert, the stadium opened on
April 18, 1923 and was blessed with
the first home run by Babe Ruth,
nicknaming the stadium “The
House that Ruth Built.”
Rather than share the Polo
Grounds with the other National
League teams, including Yankees’
rival the Giants, Yankee Stadium
was opened as one of a kind, unique
in the fact that America had never
seen anything like it before. Beautifully designed with copper frieze,
wooden seats and restrooms, it was

a place of comfort and luxury. The
stadium cost $2.5 million to construct and when Yankee Stadium
opened on April 18, 1923, tickets
only cost $1.10.
Of course, not only was Yankee Stadium designed for baseball
but for boxing matches as well.
Perhaps the most famous boxing
match at the stadium was on June
22, 1938 between Joe Louis and
Max Schmeling, Louis an AfricanAmerican and Schmeling a member of the Nazi party whose leader
Adolph Hitler berated Louis. Louis

defeated Schmeling, which was
also a historical win for political
reasons and was then named the
“Brown Bomber.”
Also, the first televised boxing
match occurred at Yankee Stadium
on July 1, 1939 between Max Baer
and Lou Nova, in which Baer won.
The World Series would not be televised until 1947.
Not only was there baseball, but
the 1946 Army versus Notre Dame
college football game referred to as
the “game of the century” also occurred at Yankee Stadium. In this

match, the game ended in a scoreless tie, but is most remembered
for being the game that the Fighting Irish stood their ground. This
is most attributed to coach Knute
Rockne telling his team that his
deceased friend and former Notre
Dame player, George Gipp had
asked him on his deathbed to implore the team to defeat the Army
in his honor, coining the phrase
“Win One for the Gipper.”
After the eras of Ruth, DiMaggio and Mantle, Yankee Stadium
was renovated from 1974 to 1975
and during this time, the Yankees
played at Shea Stadium. Since 1976,
$48 million later, Yankee Stadium to
this day remains unchanged since
its renovation.
The Yankees’ reputation is one
that speaks for itself, and their “cathedral” is one of the most worshipped, which is why on eBay one
can easily buy field dirt and a ball
for over $95 and actual stadium
seats for $500 or more.
The new stadium will still be
called Yankee Stadium, and will be
officially opened on April 16, 2009.
It will feature less seating but more
luxury boxes, cup holders, wider
seats and more leg-room.
It may not be the same, but as
Derek Jeter remarked in his speech
on Sept. 21, “We are relying on [the
fans] to take the memories from
this stadium, add them to the new
memories that will come with the
new Yankee stadium and continue
to pass [the memories] onto generation to generation.”
Yankee Stadium is owned by the
City of New York but is loved by the
people of the world. To the place
that’s seen it all, New York is thankful for the memories.
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Dear TV on the radio fans
BY KERRI JAREMA
ASSISTANT LIFESTYLES EDITOR

Williamsburg-based band TV
On the Radio released their third
album, “Dear Science,” on Sept. 23.
Most critic and fan response to the
album has praised the album for
keeping the band’s experimental
spirit while still having mainstream
appeal.
“Dear Science” is a collection
of songs that seem to be a study in
contrasts — the tracks are contemplative but ultimately upbeat, offering a sense of hope and happiness
while discussing heavy topics such
as war, the environment, racism
and technology.
According to Tunde Adepimbe
the band’s singer, the idea for the
title of the album came from a letter that guitarist Dave Sitek taped to
the wall while recording the album.
The letter was addressed to science
itself, demanding that it “fix all the
things you’re talking about” or shut
up.
Big ideas like these run throughout the album, including the continued gentrification of Williamsburg, which the band is right in
the middle of, with Adepimbe,
Sitek and the rest of the band, Kyp
Malone, Jaleel Bunton and Gerard
Smith, still living and recording in
the neighborhood.
The album has moments that

AMAZON.COM

lean towards anger, but it also tilts
towards upbeat choruses and major chords. It is openly catchy while
still being thought-provoking; an
album that calls to be listened to on
repeat.
However, the ideas that are explored in the songs are not the only
things that make “Dear Science”
a spectacular album. The songs
themselves bring the band to a new
level, while remaining true to their
alt-indie roots.
One standout track is “Family
Tree,” striking for its vast difference
from most of the band’s previous
catalogue and the other songs on
“Dear Science.” The track is flowing and atmospheric, employing
piano and strings to create a more
pared down sound, while allowing

the beauty of the lyrics to shine
through.
“Dancing Choose” utilizes a
hip-hop sound, with the lyrics almost sung in a rap manner, while
“Golden Age” is a throwback to
the heyday of Michael Jacksonesque pop with one of the most
optimistic choruses on the album
— “The age of miracles, the age of
sound. Well, there’s a Golden Age
comin’ round.”
The dichotomy between heavy
topics, optimistic tracks and an
overall upbeat sound not only
makes “Dear Science” an interesting album, but also showcases the
hopes of the band itself.
Malone, who was the main
writer of “Golden Age” said in a
recent New York Times interview,
“I’m starting to realize that I don’t
want to just write jeremiads, even
though the times kind of call for
them. I was trying consciously to
create a utopian world inside a
pop song. I don’t think that music
on a commercial record is going to
bring paradise, but I feel like there
is power in music and power in our
words and power in what we put
out into the world.”
This is the ultimate accomplishment of “Dear Science,” working
through the anger and confusion
by seeking out optimism and happiness in the release, using music
to seek out the golden age we all
hope is “comin’ round” soon.

FREEWILLIAMSBURG.COM

Exhibition Schedule
n Oct. 9
“No Bull“
Janine Gordon
Elga Wimmer
526 W. 26th St.

COMPILED BY JACQUELINE
CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

n Oct. 7
“Four Color Sound”
The Project
37 W. 57th St.

n Oct. 10
“The Woods“
Jessica Weiss
A.M. Richard Fine Art
328 Berry Street

n Oct. 7
“Remote Pulse“
Thomas Helbig
Bortolami Gallery
510 W. 25th St.

n Oct. 10
“In The Mood For Love“
Eyal Danieli
Elizabeth Harris Gallery
529 W. 20th St.

n Oct. 8
“Draw Me a River”
Greene Contemporary
9 Clinton St.
n Oct. 9
Dusty Boynton
Denise Bibro Fine Art
529 W. 20th St.

ARTCAL.NET

Dusty Boynton’s watercolors

n Oct. 10
“Counterpoint“
Robert and Shana
ParkeHarrison
Jack Shainman Gallery
513 W. 20th St.

Art off the beaten path

The rubin
enlightens
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

sphere. Each is like a visual story,
oftentimes documenting the life
of the Buddha or other important
historical figures. “Jataka tales,” for
one, is much like a Breugel painting
in that it depicts the life of the historical Buddha, serving as instructional tales for the viewer.
The elaborate sculptures are
priceless pieces, aside from
the valuable brass and jewels. Each is blessed by holy
officials, as can be shown
by the zungs, or holy scriptures placed in the base
of the hollow sculpture.
Interestingly
enough,
the zung can be seen in
one of the sculptures
of the Buddha, which
was damaged in travel
(though not when on
route to New York,
but elsewhere).
The detailed repousseé work
on the brass
is astounding
and for many
of the smaller
pieces completeRMANYC.ORG
ly mind-blowing
at the thought of
the time the sculptor put into his
work. Particularly fascinating is the
crenulated lotus base, which accompanies many of the sculptures
and adorns the holy figures in the
thangka images. This baroque style
of lotus base can only be found on
Bhutanese artwork.
These works were never meant
to be seen by the public; they decorate the barren walls of the country’s
many monasteries for the purpose
of worship. The religious value of
these works, which are for the first
time being seen in New York are on
loan under the condition that Buddhist monks accompany the pieces
and perform the required sacred
rituals
daily.
Many a
robed
monk
can be
found
a m i d
the artwork.

No need to pack your rucksack.
Put away that hiking pole. You can
discover the artistic wonders of
Bhutan, the remote kingdom hidden deep in the Himalayas with
just a short trek over to 17th St.
Perhaps you’ve never heard of
Bhutan, but you need not fret
as the Rubin Museum of Art
will provide the visuals.
“The Dragon’s Gift: The
Sacred Arts of Bhutan,”
now on view until January
2009, is not only a feast for
the eyes but a truly stirring
intellectual delight.
“The Dragon’s Gift” is
not your traditional art
exhibition in that the
works on display,
which span two
floors of the
former Barney’s
flagship store,
are religious
relics to whom
no
singular
artist can be attributed. The exhibition’s
design and overall purpose is more informative and akin
to the Museum of Natural History.
However, the aesthetic value of the
pieces holds its own ground apart
from its historical/religious significance.
Much like its northern neighbor, Tibet, the people of the kingdom of Bhutan devoutly practice
Vajrayana Buddhism, also known
as Tantric Buddhism. The 87 works
on display are traditional Buddhist
worship pieces dating back as early
as the eighth century and are composed mainly of thangkas (religious
scrolls) and gilded sculptures of the
historical Buddha and other Buddhas. This includes the two most
important
figures in
the Bhutan’s history, Padma
Sambhava,
also known
as
Guru
Rinpoche,
w h o
brought
“ T h e
Buddhism
Dragto
Bhuo n ’ s
tan in the
Gift” is
eighth cenmuch
tury and
like
a
Shabdrung
threeNg aw a n d
dimenNamgyal,
sional
B h u t a n ’s
Wikipe17th-cendia entury unitry. It is
fier.
didacT h e
tic, yet
thangka
accesis
dissible,
played as
particuunfurled,
scrolls atRMANYC.ORG larly to
those
tached to
An example of a thangka.
w h o
the museknow
um walls,
nothing
which are
meant to be rolled and transported at all about Bhutan and Buddhism.
because the Bhutanese were a no- If you want to break the endless cymadic people. Regardless, Bhutan cle of conventional exhibitions, you
is known for their thangkas and might want to head over to the Ruthe intricacies of the textile em- bin Museum. Who knows? It may
broidery, appliqué and brocade, enlighten you.
which are unparalleled in the Asian
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Brand Spankin’ New Music
n Waking Lights
keeps you awake
BY SOPHIA HEPHEASTOU
COPY EDITOR

With their first folksy EP “Songs
for Jo,” Waking Lights, a six-piece
indie rock outfit from northern
New Jersey is definitely a band to
watch out for.
Through heartfelt, emotionally
naked lyrics, Waking Lights exposes
feelings that listeners can’t help but
relate to. In their first song, “Sharks,”
lead singer Matthew Maroulakos
sings, “She plays dumb and falls to
the thump of a heart that’s shallow
as the waves it makes.”
The words, accompanied by
a somber violin played by Nicole
Scorsone and a piano interlude by
Tommy Maroulakos, mesmerizes
listeners and makes them question
if they know this infamous girl Jo.

n A hop, skip,
and a stumble
from rock star
BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

It seems that the disquietingly
incongruous resemblance of althip hop band Gym Class Heroes’
new single, “Cookie Jar,” to tracks
by artists such as T-Pain and Lil’
Wayne was only a bellwether for the
tired tracks to come. Upon hearing

MYSPACE.COM

The lyrics melt smoothly with the
low-key instrumental accompaniment, transporting listeners to a
serene setting.
The journey continues in the
following song, “Ice Cream and Vicodin,” and becomes more intense
in “Nothing Here for Me.” Dana
LaMarca, drums and glockenspiel,
opens with a clean, upbeat tempo
giving listeners a taste of Waking
Light’s flexibility. The violin again
appears in this song and ends on a
joyful note.
“Comfortably Swollen” eerily

evokes a Tim Burton-esque tone
through the use of a cello solo performed by Jodi Mozeika. The cello
sets the stage, allowing violins to
enter while also incorporating a
twangy guitar part.
Each instrumental element
beautifully complements Maroulakos’ vocals in all of the EP’s six
tracks.
To check out Waking Lights’
nostalgic sound, stop by The Bitter
End (147 Bleecker Street, between
Thompson and LaGuardia) on
Thursday Oct. 9 at 9 p.m.

the rest of their
new album entitled “The Quilt,”
released on Sept.
9, one can only
conclude that all
of the effort Gym
Class Heroes put
VIRGINMEDIA.OM into conquering
the
mainstream
has sadly fallen
asunder and even the delay of more
than six weeks from the original
launch date could do nothing to
remedy that.
Although vocalist Travis McCoy,
once crowned king of MTV’s Direct
Effect MC Battle, has declared onstage and in numerous publications
his emancipation from the harrowing grip of prescription drug abuse,
his liberation may have come a
little too late for this LP. McCoy’s
attempt at melodic vocals, while
decent, serve to alienate hardcore
fans who expect more of the sleek
rhymes that helped elevate the position the band eked out with their

previous gold record, “As Cruel As
School Children.”
Furthermore, overproduction
on the part of Fall Out Boy front
man Patrick Stump, whose vocals
seem to creep into far too many
songs, gives off the impression that
too much fell to the cutting room
floor.
While the slew of star-studded guests on the record by Estelle, Patty Crash, Daryl Hall (of
Hall & Oates) and especially Busta
Rhymes seem to stymie the slide,
the boys from Gym Class Heroes
might have reached a little too far
on this one.
It’s definitely bad news when
the record’s strongest piece, “Live
A Little,” which is the first piece
penned almost entirely by guitarist
Disashi Lumumba-Kasongo, does
not sound even remotely like any
of the band’s prior work or even
sound like the same band. However, the rest of “The Quilt,” does not
really sound like the old Gym Class
Heroes either.

BY SHAWYONIA PETTIGREW
BPAC CORRESPONDENT

Monday, Oct. 6 at 8 p.m.,
classical guitarist David Leisner
will perform with violinist Soovin Kim and violist Hsin-Yun
Huang. The program includes a
virtuosic “Tarantella” by Paganini, an unknown masterpiece;
“Grand Trio,” by the little-known
Wenzeslaus Matiegka (17731830), whom Leisner calls “the
Beethoven of the guitar;” two
short contemporary premieres,
“A Final Glance” by Steve Mackey and “Falling” by David Leisner — and the rousing “Histoire
du Tango” by the great Argentine, Astor Piazzolla. Tickets are
$10 for students and $20 general
admission.
Starting Tuesday, Oct. 7
through Oct. 25 at 7:30 p.m., One
Time Productions in association
with the Performing Arts Center
will present “An Adult Evening of
Shel Silverstein” by Shel Silverstein. This is a provocative, farcical, cynical and sometimes raunchy look into human relationships and interactions through a
series of vignettes created by the
late great author, giving a showcase to his incredible talent and
irreverent whit. Tickets are $12
for students and $15 for Baruch
faculty and staff. General admission is $25. There is a reception
at 6:30 p.m. before each night’s
performance.
On
Friday,
55UNDERGROUND will continue with
ROOT VALDEZ. ROOT VALDEZ

mixes groove and improvisational-oriented music with electronic styles such as dub, drum and
bass. They are best described as
ambient rock. ROOT’s members
are Christopher “Root” Heinz
on drums, keys and bass, Fred
“Valdez” Gerantabee, and Leslie Graves on vocals. The group’s
new album, “Mycelia,” is at times
sweeping and otherworldly with
hints of jazz, down tempo and
folk. The band Contramano will
open for Root Valdez. It is a blend
of Argentine angst and New York
City attitude. Built on the driving rhythms of an electric cello,
Contramano’s sound blends
punk, chamber, world, progressive and electronica with socially
conscious lyrics in Spanish and
English to create a patois for the
new global nomad. Tickets are
$10 for students.
“Irena’s Vow,” featuring Tovah
Feldshuh continues and has received rave reviews from everyone. It is a riveting, life affirming
tale about one of the most courageous and unsung heroines of
World War II. During the German
occupation of Poland, Irena Gut
Opdyke, a Polish catholic, was
forced to work as head housekeeper for a very prominent German major. Over a two-year period of service, Irena would risk
her own life in order to save the
lives of 12 Jewish refugees whom
she secretly took under her care.
Rush tickets are $25.
For more information come
to the BPAC Box Office, call 646312-4085, or visit baruch.cuny.
edu/bpac.
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“Nights in Rodanthe”
All is not
relative in Tyler
is a yawn
Perry’s “Family”
BY JOHANNA MARIE FERREIRA

STAFF WRITER

n Lust, greed,
power and
betrayal
BY DENNIS MARTIN
STAFF WRITER

Tyler Perry’s “The Family that
Preys” has all the right ingredients for an interesting drama, but
with poor execution, unbalanced
writing and
changing
themes, the
lop-sided
tale about
the
interconnecting
lives of two
matriarchs
and
their
offspring
only
partially entertains.
Sanaa
Lathan plays
the
ruthless Andrea,
a cheating
newlywed
and rising
businesswoman who
shares the
boardroom
and
bedroom with
her married
boss
William Cartwright (Cole
Hauser).
And it’s her comeuppance that is
the highlight of the film.
Andrea and William are two
sexy, power-hungry stalwarts and
their attraction to one another
seems inevitable. But as their affair
begins, their respective spouses are
clueless, as are viewers.
The trysts, which take place offscreen are confirmed only to the
audience when William’s devoted
wife, Jillian (KaDee Strickland)
spies on the cheating lovers in a
passionate embrace.
With little suspense, the revelation proves anti-climactic and oc-

other to make pit stops at an outdoor baptism and a male strip club.
Watching Bates place dollar bills
down a dancer’s underpants while
Woodard splashes holy water on
another are humorous moments,
but Perry spends too much time
on the “girl power” adventure, as
it overshadows the film’s central
theme of infidelity and betrayal.
In addition to the unbalanced
script, the editing is jarring as the
heartfelt and humorous female
bonding scenes are interspersed
with the
dramatic
upheaval involving Cartwright.
Finally, Perry
c a l l s
u p o n
viewers
to
conjure
up their
own conclusions
for numerous
implausibilities.
Alice and
Charlotte are
friends
for decades,
so why
d o n ’ t
t h e y
h a v e
BLACKTALENTNEWS.COM common
interests?
Andrea is written as ruthless, yet
surprisingly doesn’t have the guts
to demand a divorce? And how did
she get to be so wicked anyway if
reared by the saintly Alice?
But Perry did hit the jackpot
with a fine cast, as he smartly capitalized on Hollywood’s most underused talents — Bates and Woodard.
Both women have proven why their
careers have lasted for decades despite working in a town that caters
to young and thin leading ladies.
Hauser and Lathan also deliver
fine performances but each with a
starkly different approach. Hauser’s

HOLLYWOOD.COM

curs well after Perry’s unorthodox
screenplay throws viewers a curve
ball and morphs into a comedic
version of “Thelma and Louise.”
Andrea’s mom, Alice (Alfre Woodard) — the born again Christian
and restaurateur — and William’s
mom, Charlotte (Kathy Bates)
— the CEO of Cartwright Construction, are the BFFs who partake in
the cross-country journey via a Cadillac convertible.
The best buds with little in common manage to convince one an-

William is a one-note menacing
villain, while Lathan’s portrayal is
more nuanced. The actress’ scene
stealing moment occurs when Andrea blindsides her husband, Chris
(Rockmond Dunbar) by revealing a
paternity secret.
And how the spurned lover reacts will no doubt leave audiences
— albeit temporarily — engaged,
forming from Perry’s twist on an
old adage: “Karma is a bitch slap!”

One thing romantic hearts
could look forward to more than
Nicholas Sparks best-selling novels
are the films based on his novels. “A
Walk to Remember,” provoked
joyous spirits
with its innocent
teenage
romance, while
“The Notebook”
stirred even the
coldest man to
shed a tear or
two. However,
“Nights in Rodanthe”, a new
feature based
on Sparks’ new
best seller, insults romance
lovers
and
Sparks fans all
over with its
awkward dialogue and lack
of chemistry.
One would
assume
with
Richard Gere
and Diane Lane
on board, the film would be full of
some hot sultry scenes; however,
all viewers could look forward to
were empty stares, awkward lines
and lame so-called “sex” scenes.
Adapted by Ann Peacock and
John Romano, and poorly directed
by George C. Wolfe, this romantic
drama lacked drama and sappy romance.
The film centers on a separated
and unhappily married woman by
the name of Adrienne (Diane Lane)
who leaves her stubborn teenage

daughter Amanda (Mae Whitman) and little son Danny (Charlie
Tahan) with her ex-husband Jack
(Christopher Meloni) for a few days
while she looks after her best friend
Jean’s (Viola Davis) Inn, while she’s
away on business. Adrienne soon
meets Paul Flanner (Richard Gere),

a doctor who comes to Rodanthe
to clear his head and take care of
some unfinished business before
heading out to seek his son Mark
(James Franco).
Lane and Gere engage in an innocent friendship that is conceived
by small talk and venting of their
life frustrations and failed relationships. A massive hurricane soon attacks the area, arousing inner sentiments between the two and quickly
leading into romantic involvement.
However, unlike “The Note-

book,” after the rain storm and
intense confrontation, the two
exchange safe kisses which are
not followed by a passionate and
largely desired sex scene. The dialogue between Lane and Gere is so
awkward and slow it makes viewers
uncomfortable just watching them.
The lack of sensuality between
them makes one
wonder where
all that chemistry went from the
last two films the
pair acted in together like, “The
Cotton Club”, and
the ever so erotic
“Unfaithful.”
The film even
lacks the necessary background
music to keep a
boring film going. Every time a
film lacks in one
area they normally compensate in another,
but that is clearly
not the case here.
The only action
MOVIENOW.CA throughout the
entire movie was
a scene in which Gere and Lane
are throwing canned foods into a
garbage while under the influence
and playing jazz blues. In addition,
there is a touching scene between
Adrienne and her teenage daughter, which may spring some tears
in the easily vulnerable romantic
comedy sucker. Aside from that
the film puts anyone else to sleep.
A highly disappointing film based
on an extremely well-written novel.
What a shame.
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Lifestyles

Budget planning for dummies
BY EVAN ALVAREZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Despite
the
financial
deterioration that has afflicted
some major financial institutions,
monitoring cash flows continues
to be a constant challenge for
many college students. Expenses
can inundate a range of aspects
of a student’s life that include
commuting, tuition, food, rent and
socializing.
Perhaps the most unfortunate
reality of living in New York City is
the staggeringly lofty rent, which
continues to make Ramen noodles
many people’s best and last source
for sustenance. There are methods,
however, by which to exercise a
greater degree of control over how
one saves and spends what they
earn. These budgeting tools can
apply to people of all incomes
and range from very general
saving adjustments to personal
bookkeeping.
Buying in bulk will frequently
pay off in the long term whether
it’s purchasing a monthly pass
Metrocard or groceries from the
supermarket. The convenience
of making purchases on the spot
always has a higher price tag
attached to it, especially when it
comes to food.
Preparing a small breakfast,
lunch or dinner before commuting
to school could save you on average
between $5 and $20, depending on
how much of the day you spend in
school.
Getting paid on Friday can be
more tempting than getting paid

DOWNLOAD.CHURCHART.COM

Planning your daily expenditures will keep your overall budget in check.
any other day, given the fresh
supply of cash available to burn
into on all things sinful throughout
the weekend. Despite the fact that

you’ve earned a well-deserved
break, the bills from Con Ed and
Verizon still require your attention.
Before going out, I have found

it essential to set a cash-spending
limit for the day or evening and
bring only that amount with me.
This improves my ability to adjust
and budget as there is less money
available to splurge. In addition,
leaving all other credit, debit and
ATM cards at home would further
encourage better spending.
Owning one credit card isn’t a
problem until you eventually have
10 or more in your wallet or purse.
Using even one can be a burden
because it permits people to spend
money that they don’t have. Many
Americans have become trapped
in debt from credit card companies
because of this significantly
overlooked condition. Using a
debit card is actually more practical
because it automatically deducts
cash from your checking account
and eliminates the liability of you
having to pay the company back in
the future.
Setting aside a small portion
of your paycheck each pay period
also goes a long way in the event
of emergencies or planning a
vacation.
Planning ahead when paying for
textbooks and tuition can save you
a considerable amount. If the cash
isn’t readily available, then taking
out a student loan is essential. It
usually has a flexible payment plan
with interest rates that ultimately
won’t be burdensome.
There
are
thousands
of
scholarships that cater to people of
all creeds and backgrounds. Many
of them require very little except
some time and consideration on
the part of the student like personal

information and writing that entails
why that student would be a worthy
candidate for the scholarship. Two
hours of writing can easily equate
to $2,000 or more.
With the exception of a few
professors
insisting
students
purchase
significantly
more
expensive new textbooks that
deviate little from the previous
editions, there are both new and old
texts available online at websites
like half.com.
Many would be surprised
to discover how low some
independent sellers are willing to
go when selling their books. It’s
also a great way to make some extra
cash selling your old texts that have
collected a layer of dust.
If you’ve decided to become
a dedicated connoisseur of
budgeting, then your next step is to
keep a monthly record of all of your
expenses and income. This doesn’t
have to be a professionally polished
ledger, but rather something that
simply and clearly reflects your
spending and cash flow. I would
recommend dividing it into
different sections like income, bills,
leisure expenses and so on.
Some of these suggestions
might seem excessive whereas
others appear rather obvious.
Many of them will require personal
crafting in order to properly serve
a particular person’s lifestyle and
spending habits. The philosophies
of each, however, encourage taking
advantage of resources that can
help all of us be a little less broke.

Choosing healthy food over junk food
BY TAHEERA TIM KEE
HEALTH AND WELLNESS COORDINATOR

Eating at college is always a
challenge. The pull of junk food
is hard to resist and the concept
of healthy, on-the-go snacks are
almost laughable. The options
available at many college’s
cafeterias and vending machines
seem entirely ”unwholesome”
However, among the fried foods
and sugary sweets there are choices
that students can make to benefit
their health.
When looking at food nutrition
labels here are some helpful tips to
keep in mind for making sense of all
the listings on your food product.
Fat: Three to five grams per
serving is considered sufficient.
Trans fat is often considered the
worst offender in the fats category
and is found in products with
partially hydrogenated oils and
should be avoided. However,
monosaturated fats, such as those
found in nuts, are “good fats”
which aid in the lowering of bad
cholesterol in your system.
Cholesterol: 300 milligrams or
less per serving is recommended
for daily consumption. Cholesterol
has been proven to contribute to
heart disease, even if a person is
physically fit and should be avoided.
Eating a diet complete with lots of
fruits, vegetables and whole grains
help in lowering the bad cholesterol
in your system. Other options
include substituting two egg whites
for whole eggs, removing skin from
poultry, trimming fat from meat
and using low-fat dairy products.
Carbohydrates: 30 grams per

AMAZON.COM

HEALTHANDFITNESSNOW.COM

Sugar-free gelatin and salads without too much dressing not only fill you up, but also keep you healthy.
serving is the daily recommended
intake for carbs. The conventional
wisdom is that carbs are bad for you
and make you heavier. However,
studies show that for a balanced
diet, we need to consume a certain
amount of carbs per day to provide
our bodies with fuel to engage in
day-to-day activities. Good sources
for carbs are whole grain breads,
cereals and pastas, nuts, seeds,
fruits and vegetables. Bad sources
for carbs are on display in almost
every vending machine: pastries,
soft drinks, candy and chips.
Dietary Fiber: 2.5 grams or
more per serving and up to about
30 grams per day is recommended

for good health. Insoluble fiber,
which can be found in wheat bran
and whole grains, helps to promote
colonic health. It is also proven that
foods high in insoluble fiber may
help to reduce the risk of colon and
breast cancer when coupled with
a low-fat diet. Soluble fiber can be
found in oats, barley, beans, some
fruits and vegetables, white bread,
rolls, bagels, tortillas and pasta.
Sugar: 40 grams, which is
equivalent to about 10 teaspoons
of sugar, is recommended for
daily intake. Excessive sugar
consumption can lead to obesity
and diabetes as well as tooth
decay.

Sodium: 2,400 milligrams is
the recommended daily intake
of sodium. Sodium is present in
almost everything we consume,
but in excess it can contribute to
elevated blood pressure, or in some
severe cases, hypertension. Too
much sodium also leads to bloating
and water retention. Sodium levels
should be kept at a minimum.
This list is a good way to get
started with making healthier
choices at school. Sugary, salty and
greasy foods such as candy and
fried foods should all be avoided
or at least consumed minimally.
Foods rich in fiber and “good
carbs and fats” should be sought

out in the cafeteria and vending
machines. Fruit, salads without
creamy dressings, whole grain
bread sandwiches, plain cheese
pizza, trail mix, juices, water,
pretzels, baked chips and sugarfree gelatin are all good selections
that can be found right on campus.
Now that you are armed with this
knowledge, it’s up to you to make
the best of it.
For more information on health
services or for nutritional advice,
you can contact the Baruch Health
Center at 646-312-2040 or keep an
eye out for a nutrition workshop this
semester. Bon appetit.
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Calendar of Events
COMPILED BY KERRI JAREMA

ASSISTANT LIFESTYLES EDITOR

Yearbook Pictures
Office of Student Life
Room 2-110 (NVC)
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

International Student Social
USG
Multipurpose Room 1-107 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Hurricane Relief Effort
Vagina Warriors
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Eisner Information Center
Zicklin Graduate Accounting
Society
Room 4-220 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m.

Fundraising for Breast Cancer
Kappa Phi Alpha
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.

An Adult Evening of Shel
Silverstein
BPAC
Marvin Antonowsky Performing
Arts Complex
7:30 p.m.

Irena’s Vow
BPAC
Marvin Antonowsky Performing
Arts Complex
8 p.m.

Yearbook Pictures
Office of Student Life
Room 2-110 (NVC)
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Fundraising for Breast Cancer
Kappa Phi Alpha
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Latino Fashion Show - Model
Rehearsal
Latino Heritage Month
Room 2-125 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Marketing Career Panel
Zicklin Graduate Marketing Club
Room 2-125 (NVC)
4:30 p.m - 6 p.m.

Anniversary Committee Meeting
Zeta Phi Beta
Room 3-210 (NVC)
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Pre-Interview Reception
with Pricewaterhouse
Coopers
Graduate Career Management
Center
Multipurpose Room 1-107 (NVC)
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

General Meeting
Wall Street Club
Room 4-225 (NVC)
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

10/06
10/07
10/08
10/09
10/10

Sisterly Social
Zeta Phi Beta
Room 3-215 (NVC)
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Holiday Lecture: Yum Kippur
Jewish Student Alliance
Room 3-210 (NVC)
1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

An Adult Evening of Shel
Silverstein
BPAC
Marvin Antonowsky Performing
Arts Complex
7:30 p.m.

Macquarie
Accounting & Finance
Room 2-190 (NVC)
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Preparing Your Personal Pitch
The STARR Career Development
Center
Room 2-190 (NVC)
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Guitar Plus Concert Series
BPAC
Marvin Antonowsky Performing Arts
Complex
8 p.m.

Brand Yourself - Speed
Networking
Latino Heritage Month
Newman Library Room 750
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

F O R YO U R
AMUSEME

NT

55 UNDERGROUND presents
ROOT VALDEZ
BPAC
Marvin Antonowsky Performing
Arts Complex
8 p.m.
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Bearcat Spotlight on:

FILIPPA NOGHANI

Lady Bearcats step it up
BY SPENCE PACKER

BY CARLOS RUIZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Many of Baruch’s athletes
were raised abroad, but only a
few can say they have been in this
country for less than three years.
This is the
case for
Filippa
Noghani,
a
new
Baruch
athlete
who just
joined
the women’s tennis team.
A native of Sweden, Noghani first
came to the United States as an
international student at Long
Island University. She decided
to study in the United States because it is a big country, full of
opportunities; a country where,
she says, one can get pretty high
and there is nothing stopping
you. Noghani mentioned that
she loves the fact that, “You can
do whatever you want to do and
no one really cares.”
Last year, Noghani made the
decision to move to New York
City and transfer to Baruch College because, she said, “it’s a good
business school, and I wanted to
do business.” She is now majoring in international marketing
and management, and says she
loves the city and her “lower
east side hood.” Compared to
Long Island University, Noghani
thinks Baruch is very different,
noting that “academic-wise,
Baruch is more intense; sportswise, it’s more intense at LIU.”
Noghani joined LIU’s tennis

team after several players saw
her playing at their athletic center. They convinced her to try out
for the team and within weeks
she was part of the team.
Her tennis career first started
at the age of 12, but she took a
break from tennis at 16 to play
another sport she loves, indoor
hockey.
However, Noghani’s
love for tennis made her join
LIU’s tennis team, where she unfortunately never had the chance
to make her debut because she
transferred to Baruch before the
start of the season.
Noghani acknowledges that
her tennis has gotten rusty because of lack of practice in recent
years: “I’m rusty, I haven’t played
competitive in a long time; it’s
my first season but I’m getting
there.” She mentions that consistent practices in the morning are
bringing back her tennis skills.
Noghani also acknowledges her
coach, Florin Giuglescu, who
spends over 15 hours every week
training her.
Noghani enjoys being part of
the tennis team, and mentioned
she also appreciates the bond
that exists between athletes and
different teams. “I like the fact
that we are so close with the guys.
It is always better to hit against
guys than girls, that way we are
challenged more,” she said.
It has been hard for Noghani
to adjust to playing competitive
tennis again, and she has lost a
pair of doubles matches and a
singles match to tough non-conference matches against Drew
University and Ramapo College.
Noghani hopes to get her tennis
back on track before the season
ends, but feels confident that her
performance will only get better.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Hoping to gain experience from
playing against high caliber teams,
the women’s volleyball team hosted its first ever Invitational Tournament the weekend of Sept. 20. Going into the event, the Lady Bearcats
knew they were in for some tough
competition which head coach Allison Gunther purposely scheduled
for her team to improve.
The tournament opened with
a match against Stevenson University, during which the Bearcats
got off to a tremendous start by
beating the opposition in the first
game. However, Stevenson rallied and came back to win the next
three games, and thus the match.
“Even though we lost the match we
played quite well, especially when
you take into consideration the
considerable height advantage that
Stevenson has,” said Marina Grintsvayg, a sophomore libero.
The rest of the tournament followed a similar pattern for the Lady
Bearcats. They won approximately
one game per match, and kept playing hard. The tough second match
against Cabrini College unfortunately ended in a three-game loss.
In their third match versus ColbySawyer, who went on to win the Invitational, Baruch fared better, winning one of the four games played.
The final game against Washington
College ended with the same result
(3-1).
The challenge Baruch faced was
only intensified by the absence
of starting middle blocker Staren
Soanes, which led to the team trying out a new rotation. “Despite
the unfamiliarity some players
faced because of their new positions, everyone managed to fill
their new roles,” said Grintsvayg.
In addition, Kristen Walker set the

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

The women’s volleyball team hosted its first invitational tournament on Sept. 20.
ball very well, and Martina Micko
got many kills.
The first Baruch Volleyball Invitational was successful, and
definitely helped achieve the goal
of team improvement for its host.
As a result, the Bearcats may have

an easier time when facing CUNY
conference competition, including
Brooklyn College on Oct. 6. In addition, the team learned that from
now on, they need to play the game
at their level and not fall into another team’s game plan.
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SCHEDULE
Men’s Cross Country
10/12 – N.J.I.T. Highlander Invitational
Women’s Cross Country
10/11 – DeSales Invitational, 9:30a.m.
Men’s Soccer
10/6 – Manhattanville @ Baruch, 8 p.m.

10/8 – York College @ Baruch, 6 p.m.
10/11 - Baruch @ CSI, 3 p.m.
Women’s Tennis
10/07 – Baruch @ Brooklyn, 4 p.m.
10/10 – Baruch @ Kean University, 4:00 p.m.
Women’s Volleyball
10/6 – Baruch @ Brooklyn, 7 p.m.
10/8 – Baruch @ Merchant Marine Academy,

Lending a hand by shooting hoops

JOSEPH CAFARELLI I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Memphis Tigers head coach John Calipari (second from left) with some members of the Baruch basketball team.
BY DUANE DOBERMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Members of Baruch’s basketball
teams joined legends of the sport in
a “Clinic to End All Clinics” on Sept.
19 at Manhattan College. While the
likes of Rick Pitino, John Clipari
and Hubie Brown were instructing
over 300 high school and college
coaches, some of the Bearcats were
on hand to help with the demonstrations throughout the day.
The clinic kicked off with Joe
Stolzer, the strength and conditioning guru who currently helps
a number of Baruch’s athletes with
their off-season workouts. Stolzer
discussed the “10 commandments
of physical development,” with the

help of Karlee Whipple and Kaleia
Davis, from the women’s team, and
Mike Dietz, Tammer Farid, and
Calvin Jurewicz-Johnson of the
men’s team.
Many paid close attention to
what was said. As Farid noted,
“[Stolzer] introduced new ideas to
the world of athletics… You could
see the coaches were interested in
his philosophy.” Davis, never one to
shy away from the spotlight, could
sense that everyone in attendance
was paying close attention: “I’m
used to being watched by people,
but I was still nervous … I was not
only representing Baruch College, I
was representing Joe.”
Stolzer was followed by Florida
Gators coach Billy Donovan, who

discussed the mentality of a team
that won back-to-back National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Championships in 2006 and 2007.
While Donovan philosophized
about the ever-changing climate
of Division I sports, namely its athletes, members of Baruch’s basketball teams paid close attention
to the stories told of a team who
put egos and millions of dollars in
the NBA on the backburner to win
back-to-back championships.
Donovan’s mentor, legendary
Louisville coach Rick Pitino, was
next. Pitino used various members
of Baruch’s men’s team to demonstrate alternatives to one-on-one
basketball drills he uses with his
athletes. Bearcat co-captain George

Kunkel was on the court going over
the basketball sets Pitino discussed,
which allowed him to pinpoint why
Pitino is regarded as one of the best
basketball coaches in the country.
“(Rick Pitino) had an intensity you
could tell right away … there’s no
room for error, “ he said.
After lunch, provided by the
world famous Carnegie Deli, Memphis Tigers coach John Calipari
took the stage to attempt to explain
his revolutionary basketball concept, a game plan he describes as
“the Princeton offense on steroids.”
Once again, Calipari was assisted by
various members of Baruch’steam
in showing the fundamentals of his
offense. Co-captain Mike Dietz appreciated all that Calipari offered

to the clinic, noting that “Calipari
was probably the most innovative,
and funniest, of the speakers… he
showed the audience a principle
he created, not something handed
down.”
The day for the men’s team
wrapped up with former NBA coach
and current ABC analyst Hubie
Brown. The Bearcats assisted the
knowledgeable, and often cranky,
hall of fame coach in his seminar.
Brown went over different plays he
has mastered in his over 40 years
associated with basketball, while
also exhibiting a lack of patience
that made for an entertaining dynamic between himself and the
Bearcats.

Bearcats want to be a contender X-country runs away
BY JOSEPH CAFARELLI
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

As they enter the midway point
of the season, the Baruch men’s
soccer team appears to have fallen
into a stride. Winners in two of their
last three games, the Bearcats have
seen notable performances come
from different parts of their team.
The Bearcats’ defense, anchored
by senior captain Nick Shnayderman, has allowed only one goal in
that three-game stretch, bringing
the team’s record to 2-2-3 at the
time of this printing.
The Bearcats notched their first
win of the season against CUNY
opponent City Tech 3-0 on Sept. 20,
in a game that was never in doubt.
Freshman Dominick Cinquemani
joined seniors Daniel Wright and
Camilo Reyes in recording the three
goals for Baruch, while goalkeeper
Nelson DiBastiano recorded his
first shutout of the season. Reyes’
goal was his first in a season that
has seen him hampered by a nagging hamstring injury.

Baruch followed the victory by
playing even with another tough
out of conference opponent, SUNY
Maritime, on Sept. 22. The 1-1 double overtime tie ended with both
goals scored before the seventh
minute.
Cinquemani, named CUNY
Athletic Conference Rookie of the
Week the previous week, scored his
third goal in as many games. Associate Head Coach Dima Kamenshchik describes Cinquemani as
“a true scorer… he just finds a way
to put the ball in the net, plain and
simple.”
Baruch got back to their winning
ways behind another shutout from
their all-conference goalkeeper
DiBastiano in a 2-0 victory against
City College of New York on Sept.
24. Baruch out shot the Beavers by
a 25-7 margin, and got all the scoring they needed from junior midfielder Valiantsin Kirykovich, who
scored two goals in the evening.
Baruch followed the victory with
a 10 day lay-off before their next
game, which Reyes sees as both a

positive and a negative.
“Our next two conference games
are against York and Brooklyn College, who are one and two in the
conference [standings] right now,”
said Reyes. “The next two games
will decide the regular season title.”
Reyes added that the time off
will allow the Bearcats to recuperate from some injuries. “Myself included… I couldn’t have asked for
a better time to get ten days off between games,” he said.
The Bearcats will need to be
healthy as they head towards the
second half of the season. Five of
their remaining nine matches are
conference games, with a battle
against 2007 CUNYAC Champions
York College scheduled for Oct. 6.
At one point during this season, some people close to the
team joked that they might end up
breaking the NCAA record for the
number of ties in a season, which
is seven, but it seems the Bearcats
have finally found their way into
the wins column.

BY ANKUR GANGAHAR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For the first time this season,
Baruch’s cross country teams had
the chance to run in an out-of-state
meet on Sept. 27, at the Richard
Stockton College Ospreys Invitational, in New Jersey. The men’s
teamed tied with New Jersey City
for eighth place overall, out of nine
teams, with a total score of 209
points. The U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy took first place with a
total of 69 points, in a system that
gives an increasing number of
points to higher times.
Baruch freshman Gilbert Marte
finished with a six kilometers time
of 21 minutes and 30 seconds, putting him in 23rd out of 80 runners.
Sophomore Andrew O’Rourke
came in a minute later, placing second for the Bearcats and in 42nd
place overall, with a finishing time
of 22 minutes and 33 seconds. Another sophomore, Agustin Lastra,
came in 53rd overall with a time of
23 minutes and 23 seconds. Fresh-

man Nelson Lim and junior Ismael
Melendez closed the race out for
Baruch, finishing 63rd and 66th.
Meanwhile, the women’s team
was unable to finish as a team because they were one person short
of fulfilling the five-runner requirement to qualify as a team, due to
some prior commitments.
They nevertheless ran well, led
by senior Monnica Honrade, whofinished 27th out of 77 runners with
a 6k time of 27 minutes and 24 seconds. Senior Lamar Bailey came
next with a finishing time of 29
minutes and 2 seconds. Sophomore
Tamara Talhov and senior Keiko
Akashi rounded out the teams with
a finish in 55th place and 71st place,
respectively. The women’s team got
its most difficult competition from
colleges such as Georgian Court,
Caldwell and Bloomfield, who are
all Division II schools.
Next weekend will present another opportunity for both Baruch’s
teams to run in an out-of-state
meet, though not together.
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Recent findings suggest:
Plants produce their own natural aspirin like chemicals
to boost their biochemical defenses and reduce injury.

Unlocking the power of the mind
BY VRITI SARAF
SCIENCE EDITOR

The field of neuroscience is
quickly expanding and emerging
with technologies that are able to
tap into the higher brain processes
for functions only imaginable in the
science fiction world.
The plans for two new kinds of
brain caps have been released in
the past week, one that harnesses
a person’s brain waves to translate
them into verbal messages, and the
other that allows subconscious creativity skills to surface.
The first kind of brain cap is being funded by the US Army, a $4
million project given to a horde of
scientists from Carnegie Mellon
University, the University of California at Irvine, and the University
of Maryland, overseen by Dr. Elmar
Schmoozer, an Army neuroscientist.
The purpose of this brain cap,
which will be transformed into a
helmet for soldiers, is to enable
voiceless communication in situations holding threat of a security
risk. This “thought helmet” uses 128
electrodes to channel the soldier’s
brain waves, where they are picked
up by an electroencephalogram
(EEG) which measures the electrical activity, then transmits it to the
receiving soldier’s head phones as
radio waves.
In order for this device to reap
efficient usage, soldiers will need
to be trained how to form clear,
structured thoughts, similar to how

they have been already trained to
speak. The EEG, which will be calibrated to recognize unique mental
patterns, will then be able to differentiate between a person’s attempt
to speak with others, and their own
conscious thoughts. This helmet
will “lead to direct mental control of
military systems by thought alone,”
said Dr. Elmar Schmoozer.
According to the researchers
working on this project, the messages relayed will first be heard as a
robotic voice, but there is potential
for the technology to transmit messages in the speaker’s own voice,
along with specifying their location
relative to the receiver.
Although this thought helmet
won’t hit the market for many
years, a similar, simpler technology
will, by the summer of 2009.
Emotiv Systems, a technology
company that focuses on humanmachine dialogue, has created a
headset for video games that detects the player’s thoughts, emotions and expressions, then translates them into their character in
the game.
This device, which will be sold
for $299, can be wirelessly connected to most PC’s and existing
controllers, and allows the player to
use brain waves to play the game.
The second kind of brain cap
delves deeper into the subconscious. The ‘thinking cap’, developed by researchers at the Syndey
University, uses a magnetic coil to
send electrical impulses to the left
side of the brain, which suppresses

EMOTIV.COM

RICHARDSCHIROPRACTIC.COM

Emotiv’s new video gaming headset (left), eeg cap (right)
the functions temporarily, enhancing functions of the other parts.
According to Professor Allan
Snyder, the chair of Science and
the Mind at the University of Sydney, and who also happens to be a
co-founder of Emotiv Systems, said
that the left side of the brain stifles
our ability to be conscious of the
details that are involved in an action or decision and allows us to
see the ‘bigger picture’.
“When you make complex decisions, or even catch a cricket ball,
you are not aware of how your

brain is performing all these complex tasks”, said Snyder. “My theory
is that there is a lot happening and
maybe you could see it by shutting off that conscious part of the
brain.”
In the experiments, volunteers
were asked to engage in several
different tasks, such as drawing, or
editing written pieces. After their
brains had been exposed to the
thinking cap, also called transcranial magnetic stimulation, 4 out of
the 11 volunteers produced much
more realistic drawings, and others

were able to point out more mistakes while editing.
This flash of detail-oriented brilliance lasted for an hour. Snyder
believes, “that each of us has within
us non-conscious machinery which
can do extraordinary art, extraordinary memory and extraordinary
mathematical calculations”, and
with this device, we may be able to
tap into hidden talents.
These new technologies will
undoubtedly entertain the masses,
along with enabling scientists to
dig deep into the brain.

Eat sugar, make gas Drunken violence?
BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

BY ALEX KUSHNEROV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

the company has only produced
less than two pounds of BDO, but
it hopes to change the genetic
makeup of the bacteria to increase
production. This would greatly decrease the prices of all secondary
products of oil, including plastics.
This would also reduce the produc-

With the ever rising prices of
oil, petroleum based products have
begun to climb in production costs
as well. Plastics, asphalt, and machine oils are all everyday products
that have risen in prices. According
to two Californian chemical companies, there is now an alternative solution to a petroleum base
– Bacteria.
Genomatica, a company involved in bio-manufacturing processes that produce
several
industrial
chemicals, and its
co-founder Christophe
Schilling,
said last week, “they
are able to couple
the growth of bacteria to the production of BDO.” BDO
or butanediol,, the
base chemical for
plastics and all
other petroleum
based products,
has always been
stripped from
ILLUSTRATED BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN I THE TICKER
crude oil and
not found in any other substance tion costs of many products and
until now. Schilling and his team increase the profits of many comhave manipulated proteins and panies.
Amazingly, another new compaenzymes found in a strain of E.Coli
microorganisms to turn raw cane ny named LS9 based in California,
founded by George Church, a biolsugar and water into BDO.
Chris Gann, Genomatica’s CEO ogist from Harvard Medical School,
said, “if the price of oil dropped announced in a recent conference
to $50 per barrel their technology that they successfully genetically
would still be competitive”, and Ge- engineered various bacteria to cusnomatica would still produce the tom-produce hydrocarbon chains
cheaper base chemical BDO. So far, - or cleaner crude oil.

By modifying the genetic pathways that bacteria use to make and
store fatty acids, scientists at LS9
are able to force the fatty acid to
produce the desired hydrocarbon
- the building blocks of petroleum,
which can later be easily modified
into crude oil.
The company has high hopes
that the process can be modified
for mass production that not only
yields crude oil, but also cleaner oil
that is sulfur free, a compound that
produces toxic by-products, and is
difficult and
costly to remove. The
crude oil
f r o m
these
genetic a l l y
modified
bacteria
can be made
into automotive, jet, diesel,
and any other fuel
or petroleum based
product.
Many companies are endeavoring
to make crude oil
in their laboratory
and while this would greatly reduce prices and make it easier on
our wallets at the pump, the fact
still stands that the two different
fuels still produce the same pollution. For progression with environmentally and monetarily feasible
fuel, perhaps politicians should
abandon the notion of drilling and
rather adopt causes for funding research involving genetically engineered bacteria.

A report released on Oct. 2 by
the International Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP) entitled “Alcohol and Violence Exploring Patterns and Responses,” states that
countries with restrictive social
customs and legislation regarding alcohol use may be promoting
violence and adding distress to the
collective socio-cultural psyche.
Examples of nations that harbor
such strict regulations are Japan
and the United Kingdom. The intention of the ICAP in compiling the
report was, according to the press
release, to provide, “international
guidelines for enhanced communication among first responders
(police, emergency room staff, and
social workers) to alcohol-related
violence, particularly between the
health and law enforcement sectors.”
“We need to look more closely
at the meaning attached to both
drinking and violence in different
cultures, without assuming that the
one causes the other,” said Dr. Anne
Fox, founding director of Galahad
SMS Ltd., a consulting company
that focuses on social science research.
In this effort, the report’s authors, including Dr. Fox, picked
out 11 observable manifestations
exemplifying cultures that promote
violence.
The first of these is aggression
infused in media, norms, icons,
myths, and brutal sports. This sums
up any apparent displays of violence in public view.
The next few involve the government’s stake, such as militaristic

readiness and participation in wars,
veneration of armed forces, and
Corporal chastisement. Although
residents may feel protected from
outside forces, they are left to their
own views of the magnificence of
fire arms and violence.
The overall concentration of
males in the society contributes
to the amount of violence as well,
along with the level of male chauvinism, strong codes of male honor,
and general encouragement of
male children towards aggression.
Belief in malevolent magic and
large wealth inequality amongst
the classes are the last two of the
characteristics that trigger violence. The second is universal to
practically every country, and has
implications of domestic violence,
homicides and other types of violent behavior.
ICAP is a scientific think tank
staffed by doctors, biologists, philosophers, and psychologists aimed
at investigating the alcohol policies
adopted by governments around
the world and tries to enhance a
consequential dialogue about alcohol’s role in society.
This release comes on the heels
of a slew of previous reports that
examine the bridges between alcohol and violence.
The titles of previous reports
from the organization include
“The Role of Drinking Patterns and
Acute Intoxication in Violent Interpersonal Behaviors,” and, “Practical Responses: Communications
Guidelines for First Responders in
Cases of Alcohol-related Violence.”
It is yet to be seen how these
reports are perceived by the countries pointed out to have negative
reenforcements in their cultures.
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